Carl Bice (Krais Road) Junkyard
Town of Pulaski

Region 7, Oswego County

Site Setup:
Tire piles are distinct but mixed with C&D waste. Limited access and piled in wooded areas.

Number of tires: 7,500 estimated
(approximately half hidden in overgrown areas and mixed in with C&D waste.

Condition of tires:
Mostly passenger tires in distinct piles. Majority of tires clean and mixed in with C&D waste. Mixture of rimmed and unrimmed tires.

Access to site:
Access road off Krais Road, which is a dead end. Access road is very muddy; limited access due to feeder streams leading to wetland and stream. Some piles blocked by junk and trees growing in piles.

Concerns:
Limited fire access, damage to wetland and trout stream from runoff. Estimate may be low due to unknown quantity buried and intermixed with C&D material. The site is within a freshwater wetland and adjacent to a protected trout stream.
Mailing Address: Carl E. Bice,
Northeastern Steel & Recycling
P.O. Box 256, Route 13
Altmar, New York 13302